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1. INTRODUC~ON 
Let R be a commutative ring, let S be a commutative semigroup, and let 
T = R[S] be the semigroup ring of S over R. We determine conditions 
under which T is Noetherian or Artinian. If R is unitary and S is a monoid, 
such conditions are known. To wit, T is Noetherian if and only if R is 
Noetherian and S is finitely generated [6, Theorem 7.71, and T is Artinian 
if and only if R is Artinian and S is finite [6, Theorem 20.61. The main 
results of this paper are contained in Theorems 2.3, 2.4, and 3.3. To 
indicate the flavor of these resuls, we note that Theorem 2.3 states that if R 
is unitary and S is not idempotent, then R[S] is Noetherian if and only if 
S and (R, + ), the additive group of R, are finitely generated, while 
Theorem 3.3 states that if S is idempotent, then R[S] is Artinian if and 
only if R is Artinian and S is finite. 
All rings and semigroups considered in this paper are assumed to be 
commutative. We write the semigroup operation as addition, and elements 
of R[S] are written in the form CT= I riX”‘, where ri E R and si E S. If S is a 
semigroup without identity, we denote by So the monoid obtained by 
adjoining a zero element to S; if R is a ring without identity, then R* 
denotes the unital extension of R obtained by canonically adjoining an 
identity element of characteristic 0 to R [S, p. S]. We assume throughout 
that R and S are nonzero. 
2. CHAIN CONDITIONS JN SEMIGROUPS 
Recall that a semigroup S is said to be Noetherian if each ascending 
sequence p,QpzG ..., of congruences on S stabilizes; that is, pk = 
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Pk+l= *“, for some k; the term “S is Artiniun” is defined in an analogous 
way for decreasing sequences of congruences on S. A result of Budach [ 11 
(see also [6, Theorems 5.10 and 7.81) states that a monoid S is Noetherian 
if and only if it is finitely generated. In Theorem 1.2 we show that the same 
statement is valid without the assumption that S is a monoid. First we 
prove a preliminary result. 
PROPOSITION 1.1. Assume that A is a semigroup, B is a Noetherian sub- 
semigroup of A, and let C = A\B. 
(a) Zf C is finite, then A is Noetherian. 
(b) Zf B is a prime ideal of A and ty C is Noetherian, then A is 
Noetherian. 
Prooj We begin with some considerations that apply to both (a) and 
(b). Thus, take a sequence pi < p2 < . . . , of congruences on A. For each i, 
let (T, be the restriction of pi to B. Since B is Noetherian, we assume 
without loss of generality that 0, = IJ:! = . . . ; that is, p, n (B x B) = pz n 
(Bx B) = . . . . Similarly, the hypothesis of either (a) or (b) implies that 
there is no loss of generality in assuming that pi n (Cx C) = 
p2n(CxC)= *... For cE C and isZ+, we define B,(c)= {bEBlbp,c}. It 
is clear that B,(c) c B*(c)c ..*. We show that the assumption 
(r,=c2= ..., implies 
(*) ifB,(c)#12(, then B,(c)=Bi+,(c)= .... 
To prove (*), it suffices to show that Bi+ i(c) c BJc). Thus, pick b E Bi+ 1(c) 
and let b’EBi(c). Then b’p,+lcpi+l b; hence b’ai+ i 6, which implies that 
b’aib. Consequently, bpib’pic, and this implies that b E Bi(c), as desired. 
To prove (a), let C = { ci};= i. Then A x A = (B x B) u (C x C) u 
CU~J’=I({C~}XB)I u [U;=l(Bx (cj})], so to prove that the sequence 
p1 d&G .-., stabilizes, it suffices, by symmetry, to prove that the 
sequence {pi n ((cl} x B)},?= I stabilizes for each j between 1 and n; this 
follows from (*) since, by definition, pi n((c,} x B) = {cj> x Bi(cj). 
For (b), we define Ci= (cEC~B,(C)#@}. Because Bis an ideal ofA, it 
follows easily that Ci is an ideal of C if Ci # 0; moreover, (*) shows that 
c, c c2 c . . . . Since C is Noetherian, there exists t such that C, = 
c t+1 = ... [6, Theorem 5.11. We claim that this implies p!=~~+~= .... It 
suffices to prove that pt+l < pt, and since AxA = (Bx B) u (CxC) u 
(BxC) u (Cx B), we need only show that P,+~ n [CxB] c-p, n 
[C x B]. Thus, suppose CE C, bE B are such that cp,+ i 6. Then 
B,+,(c)f0, so c~C,+l= C,, implying that B,(c) # 0. Therefore by (*), 
B,(c) = B, + ,(c), and hence cp,b. This completes the proof of (b). 
THEOREM 1.2. Assume that S is a semigroup and that So is the monoid 
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obtained by adjoining an identity element 0 to S. The following conditions are 
equivalent. 
(1) S is Noetherian. 
(2) So is Noetherian. 
(3) So is finitely generated. 
(4) S is finitely generated. 
Proof The equivalence of (2) and (3) has already been noted, and it is 
clear that (3) and (4) are equivalent. Proposition 1.1 shows that (1) implies 
(2). We show that (3) implies (1). Thus, (3) implies that Z[S”], the 
monoid ring of So over the ring Z of rational integers, is Noetherian. Since 
Z[S’] = Z+ Z[S], an ideal of the ring Z[S] is also an ideal of Z[s”]. 
Hence, Z[S] is Noetherian, so S is also Noetherian [6, Theorem 7.51. 
Proposition 1.1 remains valid if the word “Noetherian” is replaced 
throughout its statement by “Artinian.” This, in turn, implies equivalence 
of the analogues of conditions (1) and (2) of Theorem 1.2 for the Artinian 
condition; that is, S is Artinian if and only if So is Artinian. Since it is 
known that a monoid that is both Artinian and Noetherian is linite [6, 
Theorem 20.51, it follows that S is finite if S is both Artinian and 
Noetherian. 
In considering chain conditions in R[S], idempotency of S turns out to 
be a significant condition. The next result provides equivalent conditions 
for a finitely generated semigroup to be idempotent. 
PROPOSITION 1.3. The following conditions are equivalent in a finitely 
generated semigroup S. 
(1) S is idempotent. 
(2) There exists a finite subset W of S such that for each s E S, there 
exists w, E W such that s = s + w,. 
(3) tEt+Sfor each tES. 
Proof The implications (2) * (3) and (3) * (1) are clear. To prove that 
(1) implies (2), we use induction on the cardinality k of a finite set of 
generators for S. If k = 1, then S = (s) is cyclic. Thus, s E S + S implies 
s=as+bs for some a, bEZ+; in this case (a + b - 1) s is an identity 
element for S and we can take W = {(a + b - 1) s}. At the inductive step 
we assume that {si}fz 1 generates S and, without loss of generality, that no 
set of fewer than k elements generates S. For 1 <i< k, we write si = 
xi”= 1 UjSj + Xi”= 1 UjSj, where Cuj> 0 and xvi> 0. Since si# (si,..., 
si--l, si+l,*..9 sk), it follows that ui # 0 or vi # 0. Thus, there exists wi E S 
such that si=si+ wi. Let W= {wi}fz,. If SES= (si ,..., sk), then s~s~+S 
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for some i, and hence s= s + Wi. This completes the proof of 
Proposition 1.3. 
COROLLARY 1.4. A finitely generated idempotent cancellative semigroup 
S is a monoid. 
ProoJ Take t E S. If w E S is such that t = t + w, then the cancellative 
property of S implies that w is an identity element for S. 
Without the hypothesis in Corollary 1.4 that S is cancellative, S need not 
be a monoid, even if S is finite. For example, take S = {a, b, a + b}, where 
a=2a and b=2b. 
The next result is also a consequence of Proposition 1.3. Its proof uses 
the fact that if {xi}:,i, { Y,}:,~ are subsets of a commutatitve ring R and 
if xi= x,y, for each i, then there exists YE R such that xi=xiy for each i 
[3, Corollary 31. 
COROLLARY 1.5. Zf R is a unitary ring and S is afinitely generated idem- 
potent semigroup, then the semigroup ring R[S] is unitary. 
Proof. If {s~}~=, g enerates S, then it suffices to prove that there exists 
e E R[S] such that eX”‘= X”l for each i. It follows from Proposition 1.3, 
however, that for each i, there exists wi E S such that XW’X” = X”‘, so the 
existence of e follows from the result cited in the paragraph preceding the 
statement of Corollary 1.5. 
As an illustration of Corollary 1.5, if S = {a, b, a + b}, where a = 2a and 
b=2b, then Xa+Xb-X“+b is the identity element of R[S]. 
2. THE NOETHERIAN CASE 
If R[S] is Noetherian, then R is Noetherian since R is a homomorphic 
image of R[S]. Moreover, since there is a one-to-one inclusion-preserving 
map between congruences on S and congruence ideals of R[S], the 
semigroup S is also Noetherian [6, Theorem 7.53. As stated in the 
introduction, these conditions are sufficient for R[S] to be Noetherian if R 
is unitary and S is a monoid. In general, however, R[S] need not be 
Noetherian if R and S are Noetherian; for example, R[Z,], the polynomial 
ring in one indeterminate over R, is Noetherian if and only if R is 
Noetherian and unitary [4]. Theorem 2.3 settles the characterization 
problem in the case where S is idempotent. The proof of Theorem 2.3 uses 
two lemmas. 
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LEMMA 2.1. Suppose R is a ring and S is a finitely generated idempotent 
~~em~group. Then each ideal of the ring R[S] is closed under R-muitiplication. 
Proof: Let I be an ideal of R[S], let f~ Z, and let r E R. We show that 
cf6 I. Let R* be a unital extension of R. Corollary 1.5 shows that R*[S] 
has an identity element e. We have re E R[S], so yf = re . f E I, as asserted. 
LEMMA 2.2. Assume that R is a nanidempote~t ring and S is a semigroap. 
If R [S] is Naetherian or Artinian, then S is finite. 
Proof By assumption, the ideal R”[S] of R[S] is proper and 
R[S]/R’[S] 2: (R/R*)[S] is Noetherian or Artinian. Since multiplication 
in R/R2 is trivial, the ideals of (R/R2)[S] coincide with the subgroups of 
G = ((R/R’)[S], +), the additive group of (R/R’)[S]. The group G is the 
direct sum of IS/ copies of (R/R*, + ), where R/R2 # (0). Since G satisfies 
either a.c.c. or d.c.c. on subgroups, it follows that in either case, S is finite. 
THEOREM 2.3. Assume that R is a ring and S is an idempotent semigroup. 
( 1) If R is unitary, then R[ S J is ~oetherian tf and only tf R and S are 
Noe~herian. 
(2) If R is not unitary, then R[S] is Noetherian if and only tf R is 
Noetherian and S is finite. 
Proof In (1 ), we need to show that R[S] is Noetherian if R and S are 
Noetherian. Theorem 1.2 shows that So is Noetherian; hence R[S*] is 
Noetherian. To show that R[S] is Noetherian, we show that each ideal I 
of the ring R[S] is also an ideal of R[S’] = R + R[S]. To do so, it suffkes 
to show that I is closed under R-multiplication, and this follows from 
Lemma 2.1. Therefore R[ S] is Noetherian. 
(2) First, suppose that R[S] is Noetherian. Then R is Noetherian, 
and since R is not unitary, it follows that R # R* [IS, Corollary 6.31. 
Therefore S is linite by Lemma 2.2. Conversely, suppose that R is 
Noetherian and S is finite. Then R[S] is a finitely generated R-module, 
hence a Noetherian R-module. Since each ideal of R[S] is an R-submodule 
of R[SJ by Lemma 2.1, we conclude that R[S) is a Noetherian ring. 
In the case where S is not idempotent, Theorem 2.4 is the statement of 
our solution to the characterization problem. 
THEOREM 2.4. Assume that R is a ring and S is a nonidempotent 
semigroup. 
(1) If R is unitary, then R[S] is Noetherian if and only if S is 
Noet~erian and (R, + ) is finitely generated. 
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(2) If R is not unitary, then R[S] is ~~etherian if and oniy if S is 
finite and (R, + ) is finiteZy generated. 
Proof: First, we prove that (R, + ) is finitely generated if RCSJ is 
Noetherian, and S # S + S. Thus, choose s E s\(S + S). The ideal of R[S] 
generated by E = (rXsl r E R)> is generated by a finite subset (r,x”);,, 
of E. Hence, if r ER, then rX” = Cr= IkirjXs + Cy= J”f,X” for some 
kjE Z, fie R[S]. By choice of s we have s$ Supp(CfirjX”). Therefore 
r = CT=, kiri, and (ri};, , generates (R, + ). 
The preceding paragraph provides the proof of one direction in (1). To 
prove the other, assume that S is Noetherian and (R, +) is finitely 
generated. Let 7t be the prime subring of R and let So be the monoid 
obtained by adjoining an identity element to S. Then R is a finitely 
generated rc-module, say R = rc + xrl + * . . f 7cr,. If U = x $ R[ S], then 
R[S*] is generated as a U-module by (1, r,,..., r,>. Moreover, R[s”] is 
Noetherian since R is Noetherian and So is finitely generated. Thus, 
Eakin’s Theorem [Z, Theorem 23, implies that the ring U is also 
Notherian. Since each ideal of R[S} is also an ideal of U, we conclude that 
the ring R[S] is also Noetherian. This completes the proof of (1). 
In (2), Lemma 2.2 and the first paragraph of this proof show that 
if R[S] is Noetherian, then S is finite and (R, + ) is finitely generated. 
Conversely, if S= (s;);= i and if (rj),?! , generates (R, + ), then 
(r,x”iI 1 <j<rn, 1 <i<n) generates (R[S], +). Therefore R[S] satisfies 
a.c.c. on subgroups, and in particular, R[S] satisfies a.c.c. on ideals. 
3. THE ARTINIAN CASE 
As stated in the introduction, for R unitary and for a monoid S, the ring 
R[S] is Artinian if and only if R is Artinian and S is finite. Of course, it is 
true in general that R and S are Artinian if R[S] is Artinian; the converse 
fails, even if S is finite (Theorem 3.3). In seeking extensions of the result 
cited above to the case where R or S does not contain an identity, there are 
both similarities to, and differences in, our treatment of the Noetherian 
case. We begin with a structure theorem for commutative Artinian rings. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. If R is a commutative Artinian ring, then R is the 
direct sum of a unitary ring and a n~lpotent ring. 
Proof. The proof is based on the fact that in a right Artinian ring, each 
nonnilpotent right ideal contains a nonzero idempotent element [7, 
Theorem 1.3.21. If R is nilpotent, the proof of Proposition 3.1 is obvious. 
Otherwise, choose a nonzero idempotent e, E R. Then R = lie, @ Ann(e,), 
where Re, is a ring with identity and R, = Ann(e,) is Artinian. If R, is 
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nilpotent, the proof is complete; otherwise, R, = R,e, @ R,, where e, is a 
nonzero idempotent of R,. The decreasing sequence R, > R, > * . . , is finite, 
so Kc+ i is nilpotent for some k, and R = (Re, $ . . . @ Rek) OR, + , is a 
decomposition of R of the required type. 
We remark that Proposition 3.1 can be obtained from Satz 4 of [8], but 
part of the conclusion of that result is false: a nilpotent commutative 
Artinian ring need not have nonzero characteristic. 
The next result shows that apart from any assumptions concerning 
existence of identity elements, S is finite if R[S] is Artinian. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. If R[S] is Artinian, then S is finite. 
Proof: We first show that the ring T=R[S’] is Artinian. Thus, R[S] 
is an ideal of T that is Artinian as a ring, hence Artinian as a T-module. 
Moreover, T/R[S] N R is also Artinian as a T-module. Consequently, T is 
an Artinian T-module; that is, an Artinian ring. Proposition 3.1 shows that 
R = U@ V, where U is unitary and V is nilpotent. Therefore R[S’] = 
U[S*] @ Y[sO J, where U[S@j and V[S’] are Artinian and at least one of 
U or V is nonzero. If U# (0), then it follows that So is linite. If V# (0), 
then V# V*, and Lemma 2.2 shows that So is finite. In either case we con- 
clude that So, hence S, is finite. 
THEOREM 3.3. Assume that R is a ring and S is a semigroup. 
(1) If S is idempotent, then R[S] is Artinian if and only ty R is 
Artinian and S is~nite. 
(2) If S # S f S, then R[S] is Artinian if and only if S is finite and 
(R, + ) satisfies d.c.c. on subgroups. 
ProojI In view of Proposition 3.2, to prove (1 ), we need only prove that 
R[S] is Artinian if R is Artinian and S is finite. This follows from 
Lemma 2.1; clearly R[S] is Artinian as an R-module, and Lemma 2.1 
shows that each ideal of R[S] is an R-submodule of R[SJ. 
(2) If (R, + ) is an Artinian Z-module and S is linite, then 
(R[S], + ) is a finite direct sum of copies of (R, + ), and hence is also an 
Artinian Z-module. In particular, R[S] is an Artinian ring. Conversely, if 
R[S] is Artinian, then S is finite by Proposition 3.2. Choose s E Sj(S + S) 
and consider the submodule M= (rX” + R[S+ S] I r E R) of the Artinian 
R[S]-module R[S]/R[S-+ S]. Since the scalar multiplication on this 
module is trivial, its submodules coincide with its subgroups. The map r -+ 
rX” + R[S + S] is easily seen, however, to be an isomorphism between the 
additive groups of R and of M. Therefore (R, f ) satisfies d.c.c. on sub- 
groups, and this completes the proof of Theorem 3.3. 
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Part (1) of Theorem 20.7 of [6] states that R[S] is Artinian if R is 
Artinian and S is finite. Theorem 3.3 shows that this statement is false for 
S# S+ S. The error in the proof in [6] is the assertion that ideals of R[S] 
are R-submodules of R[S]; this is true for S idempotent, but not in 
general. 
While a unitary Artinian ring is Noetherian, this result does not extend 
to nonunitary rings. A comparison of Theorems 2.3, 2.4, and 3.3 shows that 
examples of Artinian, non-Noetherian rings can be found among 
semigroup rings R[S], with S specified as either idempotent or nonidem- 
potent. In fact, a combination of the three theorems cited establishes the 
following result. 
THEOREM 3.4. Suppose R is a ring and S is a semigroup. 
(1) Zf S is idempotent, then R[S] is both Noetherian and Artinian if 
and only if S is finite and R is both Noetherian and Artinian. 
(2) Zf S is not idempotent, then R[S] is Noetherian and Artinian if 
and only if both R and S are finite, hence if and only if R[S] is finite. 
We omit the proof of Theorem 3.4. Only one fact is used in its proof that 
has not been previously mentioned in this paper: an abelian group satisfy- 
ing both a.c.c. and d.c.c. on subgroups is finite. 
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